The following are some examples of citation styles for various sources. For complete information on citing sources in Chicago style, see the *The Chicago Manual of Style*, 16th Edition or *The Bedford Handbook*, 8th ed.

The Chicago style utilizes footnotes or endnotes for in-text citations and a bibliography page as a reference page. The bibliography is an alphabetical listing of the sources that appear in your notes. However, personal interviews and sources consulted but not included in the paper should not be included in the bibliography. Alphabetizing is based on the first letter of the author’s last name, or, if there is no author, the entry should be alphabetized by the first word of the title, excluding the articles “A,” “An,” or “The.” Each entry should begin at the left margin. If the entry goes on to two or more lines, the subsequent lines should be indented half an inch, creating a hanging indent. Each entry should be single-spaced, with an extra line of space between entries. Please see included page numbers for further clarification on each entry.

**Book with Single Author (CMS 695; BH 701):**

**Book with More than Three Authors (CMS 696; BH 702):**

**Edited or compiled books or anthologies (CMS 699-700, 708; BH 704):**

**Journal Article (CMS 731-732; BH 706):**

**Journal Article from an Electronic Database (CMS 733-734; BH 707-708):**
*Accessed dates are optional unless required by professor*

**Material from a Web Site (CMS 752-754; BH 709-711):**
*Accessed dates are optional unless required by professor:*
Bibliography


The new RC7s – technically RC701s – are easily distinguished by their twin dials. The mid-foot one allows you to tune security very precisely, creating a fit that's both firm and unconstricted in seconds. I never missed the ability to cinch the toebox with a Velcro strap, which the older style had, and I appreciated the extra room it leaves around my toes for thick socks. > Find your nearest dealer here. The uppers and tongue are heavily perforated, and while I've only used these in winter, I can confirm that cooling is effective despite the sole offering just a single toe vent... Front fork. AUTHOR carbon legs, alloy steerer 1.5” tapered. Head parts. PRESTINE Integrated 1.5” tapered. Chain Wheel. SHIMANO GRX 600 46-30 teeth 172.5 / 175 mm cranks. BBParts. SHIMANO BBR60 BB unit. AUTHOR Hand pump AAP Pipe Telescope AL. The AUTHOR Pipe Telescope alloy mini pump provides fast and simple tyre inflation with a maximum pressure of 100psi (0.69 Mpa). It is compatible with AUTHOR Stand A5S-530 RSL aluminium kick stand designed for direct rear fork down tube fixation (tube profile 22 - 25mm), recommended for bicycles with rear disk brake. Adjustable AUTHOR Carrier ACR-16-Alu. A tough rear rack AUTHOR ACR-16-Alu. Equipped with adjustable legs to fit most 24” to 29” wheel MTB and 700C touring bikes. This tough tubular Book with More than Three Authors (CMS 696; BH 702): Adkinson, Cary, Jessica Ebel, David Clarke, and Laura Langley. How to Listen to Jazz CDs. Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1998. Edited or compiled books or anthologies (CMS 699-700, 708; BH 704): Sanders, Jennifer and Jennifer Ashley. ©Walus Imagery in the Poetry of William Wordsworth, © International Journal of Walrus Literature 37, no. 3 (2004): 356-81. Accessed August 10, 2011. http://www.jstor.org/stable/1234567890. Material from a Web Site (CMS 752-754; BH 709-711): *Accessed dates are optional unless required by professor: Wilkens, Gary.